Spelling Showdown

You will need:
♦ white board and markers
♦ spelling cards
♦ beans

1. Cut apart the cards, mix them up, and stack them face down. Decide who will be the first Leader.

2. The Leader turns over the first card and reads it and the definition to the team. He or she should not let the others see the card.

3. Everyone writes the word on their white board. They put their boards face down to show they are ready.

4. The Leader says “Showdown!” and checks the spellings.

5. The Leader reveals the answer and gives one bean to each person who has a correct spelling.

6. The person on the Leader’s left becomes the next leader and the game continues.

7. At the end of the game, count the beans to see who’s the winner.

8. To make the game harder, for the next round give the definition and everyone has to think of the word and spell it correctly. Give 2 beans for doing both correctly.